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We present a new library for solving self-consistent field (SCF) problems. The library
is written in a new programming language called Julia, which provides modern features
such as just-in-time (JIT) compilation and automatic parallelisation in common scenarios.
The implementation focuses on a modular approach to combining SCF algorithms into
a solver, which is applied iteratively on the problem. This modular design allows users
to add methods easily, experiment with parameters and benchmark these constructed
solvers. Even the order of algorithms in a solver and the conditions for their application
can be tested on various problem classes to find optimal combinations. We also provide
an extensive logging and configuration system, allowing a fine grained analysis of resource
intensive code sections and their contribution to convergence improvements.

1 Introduction

Recent developments in new programming languages have enabled scientists in Chemistry,
Physics, Mathematics and other fields to solve computational problems more efficiently by
writing well readable source code and using highly optimised libraries for computationally
intensive operations.

Python is an example for such a language, as it allows to easily write readable code by
enforcing minimal standardised formatting such as consistent indentation. It has bindings
for efficient data structures and algorithms in external packages such as NumPy [1] and
SciPy [2] which allows using optimised code from a higher level view. The language is
fully interpreted which saves the need to compile programs before running them and
thus reduces the time necessary for testing code modifications.

This has lead to the development of quantum chemistry applications and libraries such
as PyScf [3] providing easy to use interfaces for teaching and rapid prototyping without
compromising performance.

However, when writing Python code that cannot rely on optimised functions imple-
mented in other programming languages such as Fortran or C++, the programmer has
to switch to an other language and create bindings for Python to improve performance.
Effectively this requires the knowledge of the high level language, in this case Python,
and a lower level one such as C++ or Fortran.

This report presents a new library for solving self-consistent field (SCF) problems in
computational chemistry implemented in a new programming language called Julia. Julia
provides a high level syntax and does not require learning an other language for the high
performance part.

For the purpose of this report we will assume SCF problems to be optimisation problems
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in in matrix valued functions. In fact, this assumption is quite accurate when considering
the Hartree-Fock approach [4, p. 59-60], which assumes the orbital functions of a multi
electron system to be an antisymmetric product of the one electron function basis set.
This results in a matrix valued function F which needs to be minimised with respect to
a constraint in order to obtain the orbital coefficients C for the Hartree-Fock energy [4,
p. 70]:

F [C]C = SCE (1)

C†SC = I (2)

In the above equations we denote the orbital energies as E, the overlap matrix as S

and the identity matrix as I.
Often, instead of iterating C, a density matrix D = C(C†) is used [5]. Using this

notation it is possible to derive the so called Pulay error [4, p. 70]:

ePulay = F [D]DS − SDF [D]

After obtaining the overlap matrix and initial density, most problem-specific information
is removed, which allows methods to solve this equation in a uniform way [5] by searching
for a fixed point of this matrix valued function.

Unfortunately, basic steps for solving equation (1) with constraint (2) as described
in [4] are slow for typical problems.

To speed up convergence, accelerators such as direct inversion in the iterative subspace
(DIIS) [6] developed by Pulay are used. However, as DIIS uses the Pulay error to calculate
the next density matrix, as this error gets smaller in later iteration steps, numerical
errors increase. Thus, DIIS should be disabled close to the point of convergence or simply
when the Pulay error is very small.

To reach convergence on difficult problems, more than one accelerator needs to be used
and alternated based on various conditions. These conditions are specific to the problem
and are unknown to the SCF library itself.

The Julia implementation SelfConsistentField.jl presented in the following sections uses
this property to separate algorithms into small parts of a toolbox with can be combined
using an intuitive syntax. These combinations can be applied to problems and analysed
for their efficiency. The design goals for the software were as follows:

• Algorithms need a unified interface to exchange data between one another themselves
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• Algorithms need to hold state, such as data from previous iterations

• Algorithms need to provide defaults for configurable options which can be overwrit-
ten for a subset or specific algorithms

• Logs need to contain both messages, as well as data for debugging purposes much
like a report would have.

• It must be possible to separate logs of different algorithms

• It must be possible to enable or disable individual or multiple log messages

• It needs to be implemented in only one Programming language to reduce complexity
and needs to be sufficiently fast.

2 Methodology

2.1 Similar Implementations

In their work on method development for arbitrary basis functions [5] Herbst et. al.
present a list of quantum chemical libraries with very similar requirements as ours. In
fact it is theoretically possible to extend SelfConsistentField.jl to support arbitrary basis
functions. The list they compiled can be grouped in the following way:

With respect to modular and interoperable Python packages PyScf [3], molsturm [5]
and the Psi4NumPy [7] project are worth mentioning. It is worth mentioning, that
Python does not fit our last requirement from the previous section. When writing
computationally demanding code, Python is very slow and implementing these parts in
faster programming languages is not an option due to the increased complexity of the
project.

When looking at implementations in languages other than Python the CASINO [8]
and QMCPACK [9] are among the few systems that support different basis functions.

To the best of our knowledge no quantum chemistry packages exist that fulfill our full
list of requirements from the introduction.

2.2 Julia

Julia is a new programming language, which describes itself in the documentation [10] as
follows:
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Julia features optional typing, multiple dispatch, and good performance,
achieved using type inference and just-in-time (JIT) compilation […]. It is
multi-paradigm, combining features of imperative, functional, and object-
oriented programming.

As explained in the introduction, while Python has advantages in ease of use, it is
necessary to offload computationally intensive operations to low level C or FORTRAN
code to avoid performance penalties. Thus, even when using packages such as NumPy
and SciPy, programming fast Python code requires the programmer to discard language
features such as loops over large data objects and instead use NumPy operations. The
programmer also needs to understand when data is transformed from low level C structures
to native python structures, as this operation is very costly.

Julia is very similar to Python with respect to its high level syntax but in contrast to
Python also performs exceptionally well, which saves us the need to implement parts of
our code in an other language. Some of its features and conventions are interesting to
look at:

Copying variables or passing them to functions always operates on references to the
actual data except when working with pure number types such as integers or floating
point numbers. Copying larger data structures always requires manually calling a copy
function. By default, all Julia structs are immutable but can be made mutable on
creation.

Best practices for writing Julia code include working with read-only data structures and
not modifying arguments in functions. Instead, new data structures containing results
should be returned. Exceptions apply on functions with names ending with exclamation
marks, since in this case users can easily understand where arguments passed to functions
might be changed. This, however, is only a convention and not a syntax rule.

The language provides a unified way to iterate data structures by defining the iterate
method for every iterable struct. These methods can also be defined by users for their
own structures. This is a language feature SelfConsistentField.jl heavily relies on. The
advantage of using this infrastructure, is its intuitively to the user. Iterating an algorithm
initialised with a problem works the same way as iterating any other Julia object. It is
often obvious what data is changed when iterating an algorithm. Consider the following
code:

solver = setup(algorithm_pipeline, problem, guess_density)
collect(solver)
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The first line will be discussed in the following section. It is sufficient to understand,
that the solver is a fully initialised iteration object. The previous code is equivalent to
the following:

solver = setup(algorithm_pipeline, problem, guess_density)
for iteration_state in solver

# Adding code in this loop can be used for experimental manipulation of the
# state between iteration steps. Later, this can be reimplemented as an
# algorithm and added to some template pipeline.

end

The Julia ecosystem also provides ways for automatic exact differentiation (up to
floating point precision) [11] and many solvers for common optimisation problems [12].
These operations are used frequently by our implemented SCF algorithms.

Julia data types can be classified by a tree of abstract types. More specifically, any
Julia data type, for example Float64 can be part of an abstract type (AbstractFloat),
which itself can be part of an abstract type (Number). These abstract types define sup-
ported behavior, such as the ability to multiply and subtract instances. This classification
of structures is used by the library to group algorithms and data containers and define
common methods.

3 Implementation

3.1 Library usage

Using the library requires two steps: Building an initial iteration state and iterating it
afterwards. The previous two code blocks show exactly these steps. The first step is
completed in the first line using the setup function, which returns an initial iteration
state. The function requires an SCF algorithm, a problem, an initial iterate and optionally
additional parameters. While the problem contains data such as the overlap matrix and
0-, 1- and 2 electron terms, the iterate contains the physical state of the calculation, such
as the density, orbital coefficients and orbital energies. The user is expected to provide
the problem and initial state themselves, but as many methods can be started from a
guess density, setup also accepts a guess density instead of an initial Iterate.

The resulting iteration state can be iterated beginning from line 2 of the code blocks
above using common Julia iteration. As it was described in the introduction, it is possible
to modify the state between iterations. When trying out new methods it can be handy
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to rapidly create a prototype and do simple benchmarks to find out if creating a better
implementation is worthwhile.

We will now look into the process of combining algorithms into a solver. From an
abstract point of view, exactly one algorithm iterates a problem. In practice however this
algorithm is a combination of multiple algorithms, usually with application conditions
for internal steps and an overall convergence check. This is implemented by using an
algorithm which takes other algorithms as its arguments. We will refer to these types of
algorithms as meta algorithms. Consider the following algorithm definition:

algorithm = ScfPipeline(
ComputeOrbitals(),
ComputeDensity(),
ComputeFock(),
ConditionalExec(
Barrier(

EDIIS(),
cDIIS(),
after_errnorm(1e-2)

),
before_errnorm(1e-5)

),
ConvergenceCheck(;

max_error_norm = 1e-7)
)

This code defines the following algorithm: While the Pulay error term is greater than
10−2 we use the EDIIS [13] algorithm. Afterwards we switch to a Pulay cDIIS [6] without
going back even if the error rises again. Since accelerators such as EDIIS and cDIIS are
prone to numerical errors close to the point of convergence we stop applying them as
soon as the error drops to 10−5. We stop the iteration as soon as the Pulay error drops
below 10−7.

In case the user has implemented a prototype as described above and would like to
reuse the code in other calculations, they can create a new algorithm and add it to their
ScfPipeline. The only required parts for an algorithm are an object with a custom
constructor and an iterate function. We will discuss the iteration state in depth later
on.
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3.2 Initialisation

In this section we will discuss the internal workings of the setup function from Section 3.1.
As we have seen there, algorithms need to be set up with a problem and initial state
before usage. Algorithms themselves have parameters for fine tuning which can be set by
the user during algorithm definition. If the user does not supply parameters it is possible
to use defaults or automatically set them based on the problem. This process can be
described as a type of autoconfiguration infrastructure.

This possible dependency on problem data is problematic during algorithm definition,
since it should be possible to define algorithms without problem data once, and it up
with different problems later. Hence, there needs to be a way to store the algorithm
name with its parameters till the actual initialisation using setup with a problem and
initial state. We consider the tree of the algorithm above:

ScfPipeline

ComputeOrbitals ComputeDensity ComputeFock ConditionalExec

Barrier

EDIIS cDIIS after_errnorm(1e-2)

before_errnorm(1e-5)

ConvergenceCheck

max_error_norm=1e-7

This task of separating construction and configuration with problem data is accom-
plished using Julia abstract types and methods by defining a constructor matching all
algorithms, all mandatory arguments and all manually set parameters:

function
(new_algorithm_type::Type{T})

(args...; params...)
where {T<:Algorithm}

This function returns an UnititialisedAlgorithm containing the selected algorithm,
its arguments and parameters without actually calling the algorithm constructor. Later,
the setup function recursively calls constructors providing the then available additional
information. Thus, algorithm implementations may always require

• a problem

• an initial state
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• a logging object

• parameters manually set by the user

Parameters can be defined on different levels. The setup function additionally accepts
global parameters. These can be overwritten or expanded by directly providing parameters
to algorithms during algorithm construction. In case no value was provided for a
parameter, algorithm constructors are expected to provide defaults or automatically
determine good settings based on problem data. An exception are meta algorithms, which
accept arbitrary parameters which they pass to all child algorithms, thus achieving a
tree like configuration system.

3.3 Iteration

We will now discuss the iteration process in more depth. As we have seen in 3.1, the
user obtains an initial state using the setup function which is iterated afterwards. This
initial state is of the type ScfIterState and holds all data describing the current and
all previous StepStates. These StepStates describe the execution of one algorithm and
include the Iterate (physical information), Logs and other information relevant to its
execution. In addition to this history ScfIterState holds the problem data and the
final Iterate of each algorithm application. Therefore, dumping this data structure to
a file allows continuing the calculation in case of failure. This functionality is similar
to checkpoint files in other quantum chemistry packages. Storing previous iteration
states would allow resetting to a point in history with a more advantageous state in
case of divergence. This functionality is not implemented yet. Unfortunately holding
all historical calculation data in memory reduces the amount of memory available for
the computation. This problem has to be solved during further development. One
approach could be to remove no longer necessary information requiring large amounts of
memory. This is out of scope of this project since selecting what information is purged or
transferred to storage needs to be configured by the user. This also requires a set of good
defaults balancing the potential benefits of keeping an information against the memory
cost. This is further complicated by different amounts of memory available on systems
and the types of calculations the user is interested in.

3.4 Logging

Each iteration step produces intermediate results and log messages which need to be
stored, printed out directly during execution or sometimes just ignored. Since users need
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different output depending on their use case a solution to this problem was implemented
using a tagging mechanism. All log messages are handled by a function accepting a
logging object, the message itself and a list of relevant tags. As a convention, at least
one common log level, such as :debug or :info, and the algorithm name are provided.
This, for example, allows the user to select an overall log level, but print all messages
from one specific algorithm he or she is debugging.

Since it is convenient to be able to print intermediate results during debugging, log
messages consists of a string and any other data type representing some intermediate
result. While the former is required, the latter is optional and defaults to the Julia value
nothing representing a non existing value.

Unifying logging during the initialisation stage and iteration of algorithms was a
challenge, because during initialisation no centralised structure exists to store logging
information. During initialisation, logging objects are passed to constructors. However,
during iteration algorithms have to instantiate a logging object and add it to their
resulting StepState on their own.

4 Conclusions

Even though, the design goals of SelfConsistentField.jl defined in 1 have been met,
there are still some parts missing. A major part is the lack of algorithms. Currently, the
Roothaan [14] steps, cDIIS and EDIIS, as well as some meta algorithms are implemented.
The ComputeFock() algorithm assumes density matrices and supports Hartree-Fock,
but there is no equivalent algorithm available for Kohn-Sham density functional theory.
While it is possible to switch from one algorithm to an other once or enabling it only
when some condition is met, it is impossible to use more sophisticated control methods.
A meta algorithm should be implemented for switching to a secondary algorithm, if the
original one does not converge further for a couple iteration cycles.

Checkpoint handling has also not been implemented so far, so functions for dumping
and reading ScfIterState to and from disk need to be implemented. As described
before, memory handling needs to be improved to remove old iteration states if they are
no longer used.

While the overall design allows Fock and density matrices to be arbitrary AbstractArrays,
they are still simple Arrays residing in memory, which prevents calculations with data sizes
exceeding physical memory. It would also be interesting to implement contraction-based
methods, as described in [5] for molsturm.

Some profiling support based on the logging infrastructure needs to be added, since it is
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often interesting to see what correlation execution time has to convergence benefits. This
can be implemented by measuring time and reusing the logging infrastructure for output.
This benchmarking functionality is also in line with the initial idea of creating a toolbox
for algorithms to search for optimal algorithm combinations for different problems.
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